1. Introduction. A Cremona space transformation is a one-one relation between generic points P and P' of two spaces S and S', respectively [1; 155] .
Such transformations are birationM. The spaces S and S' are supposed to exist independently unless the contrary is specified. However, S and S may be superposed. This gives rise to additional properties of the transformation which are of interest, for example, invariant and involutory elements, self-corresponding elements; in particular, it brings into being the associated complex of lines ioining homologous points. Under certain circumstances the complex may reduce to a congruence. In the case of involutorial transformations it is known [1; 181] that if the complex reduces to a congruence this congruence is of the first degree and consists of either:
(i) the lines through a point, (ii) the lines meeting a line and a curve of degree m which meets in m 1 points, or (iii) the chords of a cubic curve. Involutions hing associated congruences of types (i) and (ii) have been discussed by the author in two previous papers [2] , [3] . The present paper is concerned with Cremona transformations, both involutorial and non-involutorial, having associated congruences which are the chords of a twisted cubic. As in the two papers iust mentioned the discussion is almost entirely analytic.
2. Definition of the involution. Consider a twisted cubic r and a pencil of surfaces of order 2n -t-2, in which the cubic r is contained n times. 
Also through P(y) there passes a unique line belonging to the congruence and meeting r in the two points (5) (hl, h, hi, 1) and (h, h, h., 1) in which hi and h2 are the roots of the quadratic [4; 11] (6) H3h
The line through the points (5) meets the plane x3 0 in the point whose coordinates are (7) (H1H2 HH3 O, H).
Since the points (5) have coordinates which are irrational expressions in y we determine as the line through P(y) and the point (7). This line meets the surface (4) As a consequence of the fact that the point (7) is an ordinary point of the involution it is found that y3 will factor out of the right'hand members of equations (10). It should be noted that y3 is not a factor of L or of K individually. When this factor y3 is also discarded the equations (10) 
The unique line of the congruence through P(y) meets the cubic r in two points (20) (h h h , 1) (24) rY2
[all] alHH -t-aHH3 aH, and so on.
The point (21) being an ordinary point of the transformation and its inverse, ya is a factor of the right members of (22) and x is a factor of the right members of (24). When these factors are discarded, equations (22) Since the cubic r is the intersection of H,, H2 and H3 it is evident that r (T-')R. at 0rk Since c generates R' and k generates K' the generator in question is tangent to both R' and K'. Furthermore, since r lies on both R' and K' the line through 0r which is tangent to r is also tangent to both R' and K'. Accordingly, the curves r and 1 being distinct, the tangent planes to these surfaces at Or are coincident and R' and K' are tangent along r. In particular we see from (32) that r lies (n -t-n')-times upon K so that R' and K' have tangency of order n -+-n' along r. 
